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Balassi Dance Ensemble

� e Balassi Dance Ensemble was founded in 1947, celebrated its 70th anniversary last year. At the 
National Presenter Stage of Folk Dancers they have always been excellently quali� ed and received 
the Martin Alliance’s Perpetual Outstanding Ensemble Award. � e group has won many awards for 
choreographies, creativity at international and domestic festivals. In 2013 they received Békés County’s 
Príma Award in Hungarian Folk Art category.In addition to the stage folk dance performances, they 
regularly appear in theatre productions.New members for the group are ensured by the Hétpróbás Folk 
Dance School, which operates within the framework of basic art education, currently with nearly 600 
students.� ey host the National Golden Spur and Golden Pearl Solo Dance Festival, which is held every 
two years.� e entire repertoire of the band is made by choreographies with impeccable knowledge of 
folklore, which are performed in folk costumes of the actual region. In their kaleidoscopic programme 
compilations we � nd the dances of various nationalities living in Hungary.

A Feral Tale 

We, humans, are inclined to project our own features to the animal world around us. So this makes a 
single fox a canny machinator, a villain, a bunny will be a wise, though shy brisk, or a bull a bumpy-
headed, powerful sturdy creature. Whereas these animals are in fact simple creatures, only we, humans, 
make them a helpless victim or a beast or a monster. � e beast(ie) fable is only partially animal-like, since 
we tell and dance a story about a human history to which we call for help our single-tailed, two-winged, 
four-legged, ten-clawed, furry friends.Our protagonist Sunyesz, the canny fox, who „possesses neither a 
dog nor a cat” roams alone in the world while deceiving the dwellers of the forest wherever he can. � ey do 
not trust him, they drive him away. And we know the nature of gossip: it even makes sure to spread a bad 
reputation everywhere. But while we know the true character of Sunyesz, we almost love this benevolent, 
nice vagabond who extricates himself from the most harassing situations. But you can’t make bacon out of 
a dog, and the blood is thicker than water ... Or is it?

� e play is recommended from 3 years of age!
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